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Dear ISBIS members and friends,
I wish you and your family all the best in these troubled days. All
of us are trying to find ways to have a “normal” life and ISBIS is
doing as well. You already know that ISBIS had to cancel its biennial meeting in Canada last July and now the list is growing:
no more the “usual” workshop in Nigeria towards the end of the
year and no ISBIS Satellite meeting in Amsterdam after the ISI
World Statistics Congress in July 2021. On the positive side, we
are going online. We are involved in the online International
Fabrizio Ruggeri
Conference on Data Analytics for Business and Industry organised in Bahrain on October 26-27 where four ISBIS Presidents
(David Banks, Nalini Ravishanker, Fabrizio Ruggeri and Daniel Jeske) will deliver talks.
ISBIS will be involved also in the ISI Regional Statistical Conference (RSC) organised in Kochi, India, on December 28-30. We were able to get support from the World Bank, via ISI,
to organise it and provide tools for an online event.
ISI has now a licence for one platform allowing webinars and short courses. We are working on a program of activities: suggestions and volunteers are welcome! I hope to send
you soon a list of activities! Our prestigious Gosset Lecture will be also online within the
ISI WSC 2021: the lecturer is Galit Shmueli.

We are going to start pretty soon the search for new officers, with the appointment of
the Nominations Committee chaired by the President Elect, Dan Jeske. The new officers
will start their terms in July 2021 after the ISI WSC. That will be an opportunity for me to
rest after 20 years as Vice President and/or President of 4 societies (ENBIS, ISBA, ISI and
ISBIS in temporal order) and concentrate more on few activities, including ASMBI, the
ISBIS journal.
Best regards,

Fabrizio Ruggeri, ISBIS President (fabrizio@mi.imati.cnr.it)

Ex-Officio Council Members
Dylan Friel
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THE ASMBI REPORT

I remind you that it is still possible (by September, 30th) to submit papers for the special issues on “Block Chain for Logistic Industry” and “Statistics, Statistical Engineering, and Innovation for Industry 4.0” at https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/asmb.
The current issue of ASMBI contains a discussion paper on “Machine Learning Applications
in Non-life Insurance” by Yves-L. Grize, Wolfram Fischer and Christian Lützelschwab (with
discussions by David Banks and Tahir Ekin) whereas the forthcoming one will have one on
“Multivariate generalized hyperbolic laws for modeling financial log-returns – empirical and
theoretical considerations” by Stergios Fotopoulos, Alex Paparas and Venkata Jandhyala
(with discussions by Rituparna Sen and Vadim Sokolov).

Fabrizio Ruggeri

We have invited discussants for a paper by Maxim Finkelstein and Ji Cha on “Virtual age, is
it real? (Discussing virtual age in reliability context)”.

Finally, I remind you of the “Practitioner’s Corner” which has been introduced with the aim of serving not only people
in academia but also practitioners, fulfilling one of the ISBIS goals. Ideal papers would have the following structure: executive summary for managers, practical aspects (pros and cons, examples, etc.) for practitioners, stochastic models in
details for people interested in them, software (if any).

The next paper will be by Eleonora Carrozzo, Rosa Arboretti, Riccardo Ceccato and Luigi Salmaso on “Stratified twosample design: a review on nonparametric methods”. Its abstract is the following:
“In this paper a comparison between the most promising nonparametric tests in a two-sample stratified design for
practical uses is performed. We compared methods that exhibit good small-sample properties in order to be used with
the most common stratum sizes. From the literature we identified as promising the following solutions: the aligned
rank test; a small-sample approximation for the Anova-type statistic based on an unweighted average of all the distributions; and an asymptotic permutation distribution for the Wald-type statistic. We also developed a permutation version
of the aligned rank test and another permutation testing procedure based on the Mann-Whitney statistic using the
nonparametric combination procedure. All selected methods were compared by means of a simulation study. The results show that the aligned rank test and its permutation version perform better in most of the situations considered.
Data from a genuine industrial problem were used for illustration purposes and to confirm the simulation results.”

Fabrizio Ruggeri, ASMBI Editor-in-Chief (fabrizio@mi.imati.cnr.it)
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THE y-BIS REPORT
Dear colleagues and friends,

Luca Frigau

First of all, I hope this message finds you and your families safe and healthy. I am
so sad that last July we could not meet in Canada for the ISBIS conference, I hope
we will be able to meet soon. Nonetheless, during this period y-BIS has not
stopped its activities. In order to overcome the distances that are separating us
we thought to organize a webinar aimed to promote collaboration among the
young statisticians in ISBIS and to approach them to real statistical issues faced on
in industry. Specifically, senior statisticians operating in companies will explain the
use of Data Science in Industry and will discuss it with the attendees.

This webinar is still work in progress, but we are confident to be able to provide it in the next months. We will
keep you updated about it and will promote our event hoping to reach as many participants as possible.

Thank you,

Luca Frigau, y-BIS Vice-President (frigau@unica.it)

__________________________________________________________________
REPORT FROM THE VP FOR MEMBERSHIP AND OUTREACH
Dear colleagues,
I hope you and your families are all staying safe and healthy, and doing well in these
challenging times. On our end, despite the setbacks in the outreach events due to the
pandemic, we try our best to think of ways to stay relevant. In order to do so, we
need your suggestions and involvement. Let me give you an update about the recent
developments.
We have prepared a new policy about Institutional Membership with three levels
(Gold, Silver and Bronze) and different benefits, related to access to our conferences
Tahir Ekin
(free or discounted fee, booths), presence in the ISBIS webpage and Newsletter. The
new structure was going to be publicized and used to contact possible institutional members but Covid-19,
and its effect on our conferences, delayed this activity. We need to adapt the offering taking the new situation into account (online events rather than on site) and then relaunch the campaign. Please contact me to
suggest possible institutional members. It is important to involve institutions to increase our impact in our
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community and, also, to secure funds for our activities, such as capacity building. Another matter related to
membership is the decrease in the number of our student members in 2019 compared to 2018. This was partially due to the fee increases to cover the mandatory ISI fee. As a society, we should find novel ways to keep
the students and our young members involved.
For outreach, if you have not done so yet, please follow our social media presence at Twitter and Linkedin:
https://twitter.com/isbis_isi and https://www.linkedin.com/company/isbis-isi. I have been managing the social media accounts, but some of our members may have expertise and more enthusiasm leading that effort,
please let me know if you have any ideas at all. Our blog, https://blogisbis.wordpress.com/, needs more contributions about the topics/events that are relevant to you. Please spread the word to your colleagues.
Our council member, Rahim Mahmoudvand, has graciously accepted to lead ISBIS efforts to create a webinar
series. We will need volunteers helping Rahim organize it. Please let me and/or Rahim know if you have any
suggestions.

Finally, I will kindly ask you to take the opportunity to reach out and encourage a colleague to join ISBIS at the
same time you renew. Younger colleagues can be encouraged to join to get involved with our y-BIS group at
reduced registration fees. All colleagues can be encouraged to join to enjoy the global networking and collaboration opportunities that ISBIS membership facilitates.
Thank you all for your support of ISBIS! Please let me know if you have any recommendations to increase our
society’s membership levels and enthusiasm and for outreach.
Take care,

Tahir Ekin, tahirekin@txstate.edu, VP for Membership and Outreach
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International Conference on Data Analytics
for Business and Industry
26-27 October 2020
Kingdom of Bahrain
http://data20.uob.edu.bh

The conference aims to provide an excellent international platform to researchers, data scientists, business
managers, and industry practitioners to meet and exchange their ideas and novel approaches to the technical
challenges of a data driven world. It provides a premier interdisciplinary forum for sharing knowledge and discussing the most recent innovations, trends, and practical challenges encountered and solutions in the wide
fields of big data and data analytics emerging in all business and industrial sectors. Integrating sophisticated
business analytics in the internal operational processes for marketing, sales, management, designing strategies, etc. can play a powerful role in developing any business sector through increasing its efficiency, supporting its decision-making under uncertainty, and improving its business operations, in today’s competitive
market. The main goal is to encourage sustained economic growth through data technology.

Plenary Speakers

Fabrizio Ruggeri, Italy

David Banks, USA

Nalini Ravishanker, USA

Daniel Jeske, USA

ISBIS is a sponsor of this virtual conference. For more information, visit the conference webpage at http://
data20.uob.edu.bh.
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International Virtual Conference on Advanced Statistical Techniques in Business and Industry
A Regional Virtual Conference of International Society for Business and Industrial Statistics (ISBIS)
In Conjunction with Silver Jubilee Anniversary of Department of Statistics,
Cochin University of Science and Technology (CUSAT) India
DEC 28 - 30, 2020
https://statconferencecusat.co.in/home
The conference is part of the activity of the Department of Statistics, Cochin University of Science and Technology (CUSAT), under
the SAP-DRS Level III of the University Grants Commission, India
and International Society for Business and Industrial Statistics (ISBIS). The conference will be held virtually on December 2830, 2020 on an online platform. The conference is a significant
event as 2020 is the Silver Jubilee year of the Department of Statistics, CUSAT. The primary objective of the conference is to provide a
platform for disseminating recent developments on statistical
methods for different fields of application in general, Business and
Industry in particular. With an aim to expose young researchers and
students to ideas in the theory and applications of Statistics, the seminar will consist of expository talks by experts in
addition to invited talks and contributory sessions. The sessions will include deliberations in the area of Reliability Theory, Survival Analysis, Probability Theory, Statistical Inference, Industrial Statistics, Data Mining, Stochastic Models,
Queuing and Inventory Models, Time Series Analysis, Linear Models, Design of Experiments, Biostatistics, Bioinformatics, Multivariate Methods and Survey Sampling, Data Science, Machine Learning, etc. The conference proceedings
will be published in a special issue of Applied Stochastic Models in Business and Industry (ASMBI) subject to the journal’s review policy.
Plenary Speakers

Bovas Abraham, Canada

N. Unnikrishnan Nair, India

N. Balakrishnan, Canada

Nalini Ravishanker, USA
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Fabrizio Ruggeri, Italy
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For more details please visit the conference website:

https://statconferencecusat.co.in/home
Asha Gopalakrishnan
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ENBIS Report

ENBIS (the European Network for Business and Industrial Statistics) organizes every year some face-to-face
activities. The main one is the annual conference, where statistical practitioners and academic statisticians
meet and exchange ideas. The 2020 Annual Conference was supposed to take place in Valencia, Spain, at the
end of September. However, as unfortunately happened with many other events, the COVID19 sanitary crisis
made having this face-to-face meeting impossible. The plan is having the regular annual conference in Valencia next year, in 2021.
But ENBIS will offer an online event this year. that will give the opportunity to also meet – although virtually
- and attend interesting presentations. The online conference will take place from Monday 28 September
2020 to Thursday 1 October 2020. The conference has only one track (no parallel sessions), with keynotes
and hand-on sessions. The sessions will last only a few hours every day, from Monday to Wednesday, and will
be streamed live at a time that is –we hope – the best possible for everybody (afternoon in Europe, morning
in America, evening-night in Asia). Thursday will accommodate an online workshop using JMP, with the title
“All models are wrong – but which are useful?”
The conference will include first class keynotes, such as Galit Shmueli, Walter J. Radermacher, Antje Christensen and L. Allison Jones-Farmer. Recipients from the 2020 ENBIS Awards (Box medal: William Q. Meeker;
Best Manager: Lourdes Pozueta; Young Statistician: Raffaele Vitale) will also deliver a presentation. The conference will also include two active sessions that will promote participation of attendants.
We invite you to check all the details of this online conference by visiting the ENBIS website (www.enbis.org),
or directly following this link:
https://enbis.org/activities/events/current/643_ENBIS_20_Online_Conference.
Although you need to register to attend the conference, registration is completely free. Once you register,
you’ll be informed on how to connect to the conference some days before it starts. We hope to “meet you” in
this ENBIS online event!
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Lluís Marco-Almagro <lluis.marco@upc.edu>
_________________________________________________________________________________

2021 ISBIS Gosset Lecture

Galit Shmueli

ISBIS Gosset Lecture Nominations Committee announced recently the nomination
of Professor Galit Shmueli to deliver the Gosset Lecture at the 2021 WSC. Currently Shmueli is a Distinguished Professor at National Tsing Hua University, where
she is also the Director of the Service and Innovation Center. After getting her PhD
from Technion - Israel Institute of Technology, she spent some time at Carnegie
Mellon and University of Maryland, USA. Shmueli teaches and researches on data
mining, forecasting analytics, interactive visualization, research methods, and other business analytics topics. She is the inaugural editor-in-chief of the
new INFORMS Journal on Data Science. Her research areas include time series,
data mining and sampling. She is author or co-author of many books, and was recently elected as a Fellow of IMS.

_________________________________________________________________________________

ISI Working Group on Data Science
Daniel R. Jeske has been appointed Co-Chair of the ISI Working Group on Data Science while Paulo
Canas Rodrigues is the new ISBIS Representative. Jeske is currently ISBIS President Elect.
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NEWS AND OTHER ANNONCEMENTS
Dennis Lin Named Head of Statistics Department at Purdue University
Purdue University’s College of Science has named Dennis K.J. Lin to lead its department of statistics.

Lin, who was a University Distinguished Professor of Supply Chain and Statistics at Penn State University, began his new role at Purdue University in July.
Patrick J. Wolfe, the Frederick L. Hovde Dean of Science says of his new colleague, “We are delighted to welcome to Purdue such an exemplary scholar
and leader, who is also recognized for forging deep collaborations across multiple disciplines. As we strengthen the mathematical and computational sciences across Purdue, and launch our new flagship facility for these disciplines,
Dennis will help cement our position as a national and global leader in data
science education and research.”
Lin received his Bachelor of Science degree in mathematics from National
Tsing-Hua University and his doctoral degree in statistics from the University
of Wisconsin – Madison with a minor in computer science. His research interests are design of experiments, quality assurance, industrial statistics, statistiDennis Lin
cal Inference and data science. An elected Fellow of the Institute for Mathematical Statistics, the American Society of Quality, Royal Statistical Society, International Statistical Institute and the American Statistical Association, he was the 2020 Deming Lecturer at
the recent Joint Statistical Meeting, the major professional meeting for statisticians worldwide.
“I am thrilled to have the opportunity to lead a department with such an outstanding reputation in theoretically-based research,” Lin said. “I look forward to facilitating current research efforts and the educational mission of the Department of Statistics while exploring ways to bridge theoretical statistical research with the
application and development of modern data science.”
Among his ISBIS contributions, Professor Lin was the first Editor of ASMBI, along with Professor Nalini Ravishanker, when ASMBI became the ISBIS journal, beginning in 2008.

About the College of Science
Purdue University’s College of Science is committed to the persistent pursuit of the mathematical and scientific knowledge that forms the very foundation of innovation. Nearly 350 tenure-track faculty conduct worldchanging research and deliver a transformative education to more than 1200 graduate students and 4300 undergraduates. See how we develop practical solutions to today’s toughest challenges with degree programs in
the life sciences, physical sciences, computational sciences, mathematics, and data science at
www.purdue.edu/science
Writer: Jennifer Jeffries, jcjeffries@purdue.edu, Sources: Patrick Wolfe, patrick@purdue.edu
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Shmueli and Ruggeri Elected IMS Fellows
In the most recent round of fellowships, the Institute
of Mathematical Statistics (IMS) granted fellowship
to Professors Galit Shmueli and Fabrizio Ruggeri.
Shmueli is a Distinguished Professor at National
Tsing Hua University, Taiwan, where she is also the
Director of the Service and Innovation Center. Ruggeri is Research Director at the Italian National Research Council in Milano. He is also a VicePresident of the International Statistical Institute and
President of the International Society for Business
and Industrial Statistics.

Galit Shmueli

Fabrizio Ruggeri

_________________________________________________________________________________

Book Announcement: Big and Complex Data Analysis (Springer) – Ejaz Ahmed
(Editor)
Dean Ejaz Ahmed of the Faculty of Mathematics and Science, Brock University, Canada, has made a strong impact on
the field of statistics. Some of his contributions include being the author and editor of the Springer Publishing book Big
and Complex Data Analysis, Springer. The book was first published March 2017 and has
since become a globally respected publication for data scientists and statisticians.
“The book on Big and Complex Data Analysis has been successful,” said Editor of Statistics for Springer Publishing Veronika Rosteck. “It has more than 53,000 chapter downloads and many citations.”

This volume conveys some of the surprises, puzzles and success stories in highdimensional and complex data analysis and related fields. Its peer-reviewed contributions showcase recent advances in variable selection, estimation and prediction strategies for a host of useful models, as well as essential new developments in the field.
“My role as editor is to review the many quality entries once they are selected, ensure
accuracy in the research and verify facts cited in the material,” said Ahmed. “I am consistently impressed with the novel ideas and new approaches in the chapters.”
In addition to editing, Ahmed also authored a chapter and the preface of the book. The
purpose of this book is to stimulate research and foster interaction between researchers
in the area of high-dimensional data analysis. It also seeks to highlight and expand the
breadth of existing methods in big data and high-dimensional data analysis and their potential for the advancement of
both the mathematical and statistical sciences.

Ejaz Ahmed

Ahmed believes the book will help identify important directions for future research in the theory of regularization
methods, in algorithmic development and in methodologies for different application areas.

Based on a news release by Brock University
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An Interview with Dr. Ejaz Ahmed
An interview with Dr. Ejaz Ahmed in the podcast series
INFORMAL run by Brock University, Canada. Conducted
by Dr. Arzu Sardarli, the interview touches upon statistics, predictive models, pandemic, post-COVID world,
and Indigenous Knowledge. Dr. Ejaz Ahmed is Professor and Dean of Mathematics and Science at Brock
University.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZL3REC2ZK3M&t=796s

_________________________________________________________________________________

Editor’s Notes
Dear ISBIS colleagues,
Best wishes to all in these challenging times!
This issue of ISBIS News, the first of 2020, is a short one. Our personal and professional lives have been restricted in many ways by the pandemic, but as you see in this issue, things are happening and progress continues to be made on several fronts in the Society.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank Yili Hong for his many years of service in the ISBIS news line of work. He has done a great job procuring monthly
news on our ISBIS behalf for the ISI electronic news outlet. This has involved
chasing the news, writing them up and sending them to the ISI for distribution.
For personal reasons, Yili will stop doing this job but will continue serving in the
ISBIS Council. Thanks Yili and best of luck..
While the pandemic goes on, we will publish the newsletter sporadically depending on how much information interesting to share becomes available. Likewise, messages to the membership will be sent as we see fit.
Yili Hong

On behalf of the ISBIS News producers, we thank all the members who contributed to this issue.

Best regards,

Román Viveros-Aguilera, Editor of ISBIS News

This newsletter was produced using Microsoft Publisher 2010, layout: Román Viveros-Aguilera
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